Imagine a camp stove that you need not carry any fuel to use. Imagine a sturdy, 18 gauge
stainless steel camp stove that can produce heat for warming yourself and function as a cooking
source yet folds flat for easy packing. Imagine no more, the Firebox Folding Camp Stove is here!

What is a Firebox?
The Firebox is a multi-purpose Super Tool for fire. It’s a Multi-fuel Cook Stove able to utilize wood
and other fuels found in nature, solid fuel tablets, alcohol burners, gel fuels (Sterno), wood pellets or
charcoal briquettes. It’s also a portable no trace campfire, a grill or even a specialized boiling system. The
Firebox’s larger size and sturdy construction makes it stable enough for a large dutch oven yet it can be
used with cookware as small as a camping cup. The Firebox is also easy to set up. It effortlessly opens
into position, and when it’s time to go it folds flat - ready to slide into your pack.

Why is the Folding Firebox the best choice?
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Made in U.S.A.
Easy- Simply opens into position. No assembly of separate parts needed
Safe- Larger size is stable even with big heavy pots & pans
Heavy Duty- Made of 18 gauge stainless steel
Compact- Only 1/2 inch thick when folded
Versatile- Multi-fuel and adjustable cooking surface to accommodate small to large cookware
No trace- Ash pan is up off the ground, so it won't leave a fire scar
Affordable- Reasonably priced
Adjustable- Easy to control cooking temperature

What people are saying about the Firebox.
While searching for a wood burning stove to use with my emergency kit I stumbled across a review
for this steel box called the "Folding Firebox" on Youtube. Soon my original plans were in the bin and
I bought the Firebox. I'm glad I did as without a doubt this is one of the best wood/multi fuel stoves on
the market. Capable of burning anything from twigs from your yard/campsite to solid fuel tablets, gel fuel
cans, recycled wood fuel blocks to charcoal briquettes.
-Malc
I'm very pleased with the sturdiness and thickness of the steel in the design of this stove. Very solid and
will hold up plenty of weight. The opening up and fold-down of the stove is impressive. After starting
a fire the first usage of the stove was to melt and boil a pot of snow for drinking and for cooking some
dehydrated food. The way you designed the vents aided in creating a very hot and well directed fire. It
didn't take long to get the water boiling.
-Billy Hoffman: disabled, combat veteran of U.S.
Naval Special Warfare
I tried the product. It's amazing. Perfect. Design, all perfect. The weight is not a problem because is
more solid and durable. I boiled 1 liter of water in 4 minutes. It's the best stove I tried. you have done
an excellent job. Continue in this way. I'm very happy to have two stoves so i can cook more things. I'm
happy to have bought it. I tell all my friends about it. I'll post a lot of videos. I wish the second stove will
arrive very soon. Thank you for everything.
-Mr. Califano
I purchased two of your stoves and I love them. I like them better than the more flimsy stoves made from
many separate panels that I have seen.
-John Louis Andries

